
LECTURE 2: GEOMETRY IN MINKOWSKI SPACE

MAT LANGFORD

Email : mathew.langford@anu.edu.au

*Most of the contents of these notes are adapted from a special relativity course given by Ian
Benn at Newcastle University in, I think, 2007

1. Summary of Lecture 1

• “The natural state of motion is rest”. Aristotelian spacetime = space × time.
• “Uniform motion is indistinguishable from rest.” Aristotelian spacetime does not

accommodate this notion. Galilean spacetime = fibre bundle ΠT : G → F , where
F = 3-space of simultaneous events, equipped with a parallelism and preferred
inertial class.
• “Speed of light is constant” ⇒ no absolute simulteneity, light rays must have ‘zero

length’. Minkowski spacetime = 4-D affine ‘spacetime’ with Lorentzian metric on
the space of displacements. Note that the affine structure preserves the postulate:
“uniform motion is indistinguishable from rest”.
• Lorentzian inner product ⇒ light cone structure and ‘reverse Cauchy-Schwarz’ in-

equality for instantaneous observers (forward pointing timelike vectors). So ‘hyper-
bolic angle’ between two instantaneous observers is well-defined.
• Interpretation: tanh θ is the relative speed of the two instantaneous observers.
• We’ll use hyperbolic trigonometry to deduce the well-known physical consequences

of special relativity.

2. Physical Consequences of the Lorentzian Structure of Spacetime

2.1. Relativistic Addition of Speeds.

In terms of the rapidity, the “relativistic addition rule for speeds” becomes a trivial
matter: It’s simply a matter of hyperbolic trigonometry:

Exercise. Show that

tanh(α + β) =
tanhα + tanh β

1 + tanhα tanh β
.

Interpret this as a relativistic addition rule for speeds.

Hermann Minkowski (1864 – 1909).
1
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2.2. The Doppler Effect (Frequency Interpretation).

Suppose that an inertial source emits two pulses. Let X be tangent to the worldline
of the source such that |X| is the time between emission of the pulses. The pulses are
received by some inertial observer. Let Y be tangent to her worldline such that |Y | is the
time she measures between the pulses. Then Y −X = N for some null vector N .

Since N is null (it is tangent to the worldline of a photon)

0 = g(N,N) = g(X,X) + g(Y, Y )− 2g(X, Y )

= − |X|2 − |Y |2 + 2|X||Y | cosh θ

where θ is the hyperbolic angle between X and Y . This is a quadratic equation for |Y |:

|Y | = |X| cosh θ ± |X|
√

cosh2 θ − 1

where the first sign corresponds to the observer receding from the source. We can rearrange
as follows

|Y | = |X| cosh θ ± |X| sinh θ

= |X| cosh θ(1± tanh θ) .

We can write this in terms of the relative speed. For the observer receding from the source
we have

|Y | = |X|
√

1 + v

1− v
.

If the source is periodically emitting pulses then the frequency of the pulse is inversely
proportional to the period. So if ν is the frequency of emission and ν ′ the received frequency,
we have

ν ′ =

√
1− v
1 + v

ν .

Therefore, for an observer receding from the source the frequency is lowered, that is, red-
shifted.

2.3. The Doppler Effect (Wavelength Interpretation).

Suppose that an oberver O : R→ M ‘detects’ a ‘photon’ (null curve), n : I → M in an
event E ∈ M . That is, O(0) = n(0) = E. Suppose O interprets this event as follows: Let
N = n′(0) be the tangent (null) vector to n at E, and U = O′(0) the tangent vector to
O at E. Then O may write N = r(U + ~r), for some r > 0 and some unit vector ~r in O’s
instantaneous rest space (of displacements) at E. Then −~r is interpreted as the direction
of motion of n. We’ll call r the ‘colour’ of n.

Suppose now that a second observer, P : R → M , also detects n at E, so that P (0) =
n(0) = E. Let V = P ′(0), be P ’s tangent vector at E. Then P writes N = b(V + ~s),
where ~s is a unit vector in P ’s instantaneous rest space (of displacements) at E. Suppose
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for simplicity that all of the relevant motion is planar, that is, U, V,N are coplanar vectors
in R3,1. Then we may compare r and b as follows: First note that

r(U + ~r) = b(V + ~s)

so that, taking the inner product of both sides with V ,

r(g(U, V ) + g(~r, V )) = − b

⇒ − cosh θ + sinh θ = − b
r
,

where θ is the hyperbolic angle between U and V . Now, using the identity cosh2 θ−sinh2 θ =
1, we have (since cosh θ ≥ 1),

cosh θ =
1√

1− tanh2 θ
,

and

sinh θ =
± tanh θ√
1− tanh2 θ

. (2.1)

If we suppose g(V,~r) ≥ 0, then sinh θ ≥ 0 and tanh θ > 0 (since cosh θ ≥ 1), and we get

− cosh θ + sinh θ =
−1 + tanh θ√

1− tanh2 θ
.

Therefore,

b

r
=

1− tanh θ√
1− tanh2 θ

.

⇒ b = r

√
(1− tanh θ)2

(1− tanh θ)(1 + tanh θ)

= r

√
1− tanh θ

1 + tanh θ
,

or, in terms of the relative speed v = tanh θ,

b = r

√
1− v
1 + v

.

That is, P measures a wavelength shorter by a factor of
√

(1− v)/(1 + v) than that mea-
sured by O.

Exercise. Draw a spacetime diagram of the preceding discussions.
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2.4. Time dilation.

Time dilation describes the descrepancy in time differences between events as measured
by different observers in motion with respect to each other.

Consider two events P and Q connected by a forward-pointing timelike vector Y . (So P
and Q lie on the worldline of some inertial observer.) How does another inertial observer O
assign times and distances to the two events? He decomposes Y into components parallel
and perpendicular to his own worldline. Then according to O, the time difference is |Y ‖|.
But

|Y ‖| = |Y | cosh θ

=
|Y |√

1− tanh2 θ
.

Of course, the proper time between these events (that is, the time measured by an inertial
observer whose worldline joins them) is simply the length of Y . So the time difference
between two events on an inertial observer’s worldline as measured by another inertial
observer is greater by a facter of 1/

√
1− v2 than the proper time, where v = tanh θ is the

relative speed between the two observers.

2.5. Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction.

There was once a young fencer named Fisk,
whose movements were exceedingly brisk.
So fast was his action, the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction,
diminished his rapier to a disk.1

Suppose now that some instantaneous observer Y ∈ SJ+ (where SJ+ is the set of unit
length forward pointing timelike vectors) wishes to measure the length of a ‘rigid rod’, with
respect to which she is in motion. She deems the length of the rod to be the length of the
vector K in her rest space that connects the worldlines of the ends of the rod.

So suppose that L is the vector in the rest space of the rod that joins the worldlines of
its endpoints, and X is the vector tangent to the rod such that g(X,X) = −|L|.

Now |L|Y is decomposed into components parallel and perpendicular to X:

|L|Y = cosh θX + sinh θL .

Then the vector |L|~r := sinh θX + cosh θL has length |L| and lies in the rest space of Y (~r
is the reflection of Y about the light cone), so that K is parallel to |L|~r. That is,

K = µ|L|~r = µ sinh θX + cosh θL

= µ cosh θ(tanh θX + L) . (2.2)

1George Gamow suggested an improved version by replacing two of the words.
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But L is the projection of K onto the rest space of Y , so that K = λX + L, and hence
(from (2.2)) µ cosh θ = 1. That is,

K = tanh θX + L ,

so that

|K| =
√
|L|2 − tanh2 θ|L|2 = |L|

√
1− v2 ,

where v = tanh θ is the speed of Y relative to the rod. So Y observes the length of the rod
to be shorter by a factor of

√
1− v2.

Exercise. Draw a spacetime diagram of the preceding discussion. Draw in the light cone
and the ‘Minkowski sphere’ {v ∈ R3,1 : |v| = |L|}.

We call the length of an object as determined by a co-moving observer its proper length.

2.6. The car-garage paradox.

Now let’s make the following adjustment to the Lorentz contraction discussion: Suppose
that we replace the ‘rod’ with the depth of a garage, and the observer O with the worldline
of the front of a car, whose proper length is equal to the proper length of the garage. We
wish to carry out the following experiment: We drive the car into the garage, at constant
speed2 v 1, and, just as the rear of the car is inside, we slam the door shut.

Exercise. Resolve the following ‘paradox’:

“Since, from the Bugatti’s perspective, the length of the garage is contracted, the car will
not fit, and busts through the rear of the garage before the door shuts. On the other hand,
from the garage’s perspective, the car’s length is contracted and it fits comfortably in the
garage before the door shuts!”

2.7. Xeno 2.0.

Suppose we set up the following experiment: Fix a mirror, mirror A, on one end of a
straight track, and slide a second mirror, mirror B uniformly along the track such that
the two mirror faces are parallel. At some event prior to their collision, mirror A emits
a photon toward B, which then bounces back and forth infinitely many times before the
collision.

Exercise.

(a) Draw a spacetime diagram of the situation.

2We suppose Bugatti are kind enough to lend us a spare Veyron.
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(b) Calculate the distance travelled by the photon as determined by an observing physi-
cist (i.e. co-moving with mirror A).

(c) Calculate the distance travelled by the photon as determined by a PhD student duct-
taped to mirror B.

2.8. The twin ‘paradox’.

Consider the classic twin paradox: Twin brothers Neil3 and Noel wave good-bye as Niel
sets off for the moon. Upon reaching the moon, Niel realises he has forgotten his camera
and immediately turns around to head home and get it. For simplicity, assume Neil’s
motion on both legs of the trip is uniform. Then the ‘paradox’ may be stated as follows:

“Since Noel moves uniformly with respect to Neil, Noel’s personal time is ‘dilated’. There-
fore Noel is younger upon Neil’s return. On the other hand, since Neil moves uniformly
with respect to Noel, Neil’s personal time is ‘dilated’, and, hence, Neil is younger upon his
return.”

Exercise.

(a) Draw a spacetime diagram of the situation.
(b) Describe the relative lengths of the worldlines of the two observers between the start

and end of Neil’s trip.
(c) Deduce which twin is ‘really’ older upon Neil’s return.

Of course, the situation described is a little too simplistic, since Neil’s worldline is not
smooth. Physically speaking, he accelerates infinitelty at three points. The following
exercise (from Ian Benn’s lecture notes) removes this issue, and makes the situation much
clearer:

Exercise.

A class field trip to α-Centauri is planned. (You will be pleased to know that this is
planned to be a return trip!) The rocket is to be designed to be capable of a constant
acceleration of g (to give a comfortable simulated gravity). The rocket will accelerate away
from earth for a (proper) time of T and then reverse the thrust to decelerate and arrive at
α-Centauri after a further time of T . Immediately the rocket will accelerate back towards
earth for a further time T when the thrust is again reversed so as to land the rocket after
a total time of 4T . Assuming α-Centauri to be 4.36 light years away find how long the
trip will take. How much will earth-bound students not taking the trip age between the
launching and the landing of the rocket?

Hints:

3Dedicated to Neil Armstrong, 1930-2012, whose ‘small step’ inspired us all.
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(i) The worldlines of the inertial and accelerating observers lie in a two-dimensional
plane. Let X0 be tangent to the inertial observer’s worldline, and X1 a unit spacelike
normal, with {t, x} the corresponding inertial coordinates. Let τ be the proper time
of the accelerating observer. The (four) velocity of the rocket is given by

W =
dt

dτ
X0 +

dx

dτ
X1 .

Since proper time is just arc length, a proper-time-parameterised curve has a unit
(four) velocity, and so

W = cosh θX0 + sinh θX1

where θ is a function of τ . The acceleration is defined by A = dW
dτ

, and we are told
that g(A,A) = g2. Hence determine θ as a function of τ , and then integrate to
obtain the equation of the rocket’s worldline in the inertial coordinates.

(ii) Choose units in which time is measured in years and distance in light years (so that
c = 1). Now express g in these units.

Critically (and briefly) comment on the following: “Since α-Centauri is 4.36 light years
away it would take light 8.72 years to make the return trip. As we cannot travel faster than
light we cannot make the trip in less than 8.72 years.”

3. Inertial Coordinates and Lorentz Transformations

Just as in Galilean spacetime, any Minkowskian observer may adapt coordinates to her
worldline. Consider an observer O : R→M , with tangent vector X0 ∈ SJ+. Then O may
complement X0 with an orthonormal basis {X1, X2, X3} for her restspace (span{X0})⊥.
Then, fixing an origin o = O(0) ∈M , O defines coordinates

t(p) = − g(X0, p− o)
xi(p) = g(Xi, p− o)

for each event p ∈M .
Now suppose Ô : R→ M is a second observer. Then Ô sets up his own coordinates for

p:

t̂(p) = − g(X̂0, p− ô)

x̂i(p) = g(X̂i, p− ô) .

Let’s assume that ô = o. This can be achieved with a translation vector A := ô − o.
We also assume span{X0, X1} =span{X̂0, X̂1}, which can be achieved with an orthogonal

transformation B ∈ O(3) of span{X̂1, X̂2, X̂3} (that is, by rotating and reflecting). Then,

introducing the hyperbolic angle θ between X0 and X̂0,

X̂0 = cosh θX0 + sinh θX1
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and

X̂1 = ± sinh θX0 + cosh θX1 .

By re-choosing B (i.e by introducing a reflection if necessary), we may take the ‘+’ sign in
the second equation. We now have

t̂(p) = − g(cosh θX0 + sinh θX1, p− o)
= t(p) cosh θ − x1(p) sinh θ

= cosh θ
(
t(p)− x1(p) tanh θ

)
=
t(p)− x1(p) tanh θ√

1− tanh2 θ
,

and

x̂1(p) = g(sinh θX0 + cosh θX1, p− o)
= − t(p) sinh θ + x1(p) cosh θ

=
x1(p)− t(p) tanh θ√

1− tanh2 θ
.

Moreover (up to possibly more reflecting in span{X̂1, X̂2, X̂3}), x̂2(p) = x2(p) and x̂3(p) =
x3(p). We have derived the coordinate change formula for a ‘Lorentz boost’:

t̂ =
t− x1v√

1− v2

x̂1 =
x1 − tv√

1− v2

x̂2 = x2

x̂3 = x3 ,

where v = tanh θ. The remaining Lorentz transformations are given by the origin transla-
tion A and the orthogonal transformation B, resulting in the full Poincaré group of inertial
coordinate transformations. The principle of relativity may now be rephrased as follows:
the laws of physics (in special relativity) should be invariant under action of the Poincaré
group.

Exercise. Show (or argue that we have already shown) that the Poincaré group is the group
of isometries of Minkowski space, that is, the group of transformations of M that preserve
the (Lorentzian) length of displacement vectors.

4. Mechanics in Minkowski Space

Consider an inertial observer C : R → M , so that C ′(τ) ∈ SJ+. Recall that inertial
observers C : R→M satisfy

C ′′ = 0 . (4.1)
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Just as in Newtonian mechanics, we attribute any deviation from (4.1) to the existence of
a ‘force’ F acting on the world line of C:

mC ′′(τ) = F(τ) . (4.2)

Just as in the Galilean setting, we’ll call a pair (C,m), C an observer, m > 0, a (me-
chanical) particle. The constant m is called the inertial mass of (C,m). We’ll discuss the
interpretation of F in more detail in a moment.

Exercise. Show that the acceleration C ′′ of a particle is inertial observer independent.
Deduce that Newton’s law (4.2) is invariant under the Poincaré group.

4.1. Momentum.

Just as in Newtonian mechanics, we can rewrite Newton’s law (4.1) as

P ′ = F ,
where we have introduced the momentum P = mC ′ of the particle (C,m).

Suppose the particle (C,m) is observed by an (instantaneous) inertial observerX0 ∈ SJ+.
Then X0 self-centredly decomposes P into components parallel and perpendicular to her
world line:

P = EX0 + ~p .

It follows that

E = |P | cosh θ

= m cosh θ

=
m√

1− v2

= m+
1

2
mv2 + . . . ,

where the dots stand for terms of higher order in v. The second term in the expansion is
the classical expression for the kinetic energy of the particle. So E might be interpreted
by X0 as an energy. If we are to accept this interpretation, then we must conclude that
mass and energy are fundamentally intertwined.

Now, since ~p = m~v, where

|~v| = sinh θ =
v√

1− v2

is the speed accorded C by X0, X0 interprets ~p as a kind of momentum, which we call the
3-momentum of (C,m) (as determined by X0). Of course, this differs from the Newtonian
expression4 by the factor 1/

√
1− v2.

4Ian Benn quipped the following at this point: “If our observer were really perverse, he could try
to make this expression look like the Newtonian one by introducing a ‘velocity dependent mass M(v) :=
m/
√

1− v2’. Whatever he does, he will not be able to escape the fact that the dynamics is non-Newtonian,
so little will it profit him”.
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So energy and 3-momentum are no longer conserved quantaties: they are observer de-
pendent. However, the ‘4-momentum’, P , is observer invariant (it’s a vector!), hence its
length is an invariant. But this is just the mass of the particle. On the other hand, any
observer can relate the mass to the observed energy and 3-momentum by Einstein’s famous
equation

−m2 = g(P, P ) = − E2 + |~p|2

⇒ E2 = m2 +
m2v2

√
1− v2

.

4.2. Force.

Now suppose X0 introduces an inertial coordinate system for M with respect to an origin
O ∈M and a basis {X0, X1, X2, X3} for R3,1. That is, for any P ∈M , we have

P −O = t(P )X0 + xi(P )Xi i = 1, 2, 3 .

Then the tangent vector of C is

C ′(τ) = lim
h→0

C(τ + h)− C(τ)

h

= lim
h→0

(C(τ + h)−O)− (C(τ)−O)

h

= lim
h→0

Ca(τ + h)− Ca(τ)

h
Xa a = 0, . . . , 4

=
dCa

dτ
(τ)Xa a = 0, . . . , 4 ,

where we have defined C0 := t ◦C, and Ci := xi ◦C for i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, introducing
the hyperbolic angle θ(τ) between X0 and C ′(τ),

dC0

dτ
= cosh θ

⇒ d

dτ
= cosh θ

d

dt
.

We’ll use this coordinate change to see how X0 interprets F . We have

F =
d

dτ
P = cosh θ

d

dt
(EX0 + ~p)

= cosh θ

(
dE

dt
X0 +

d~p

dt

)
= cosh θ

(
PX0 + ~f

)
,

where we have defined P := dE
dt

, and ~f := d~p
dt

. Since ~p is interpreted byX0 as a 3-momentum,
~f is interpreted as a ‘3-force’. Since E is interpreted by X0 as an energy, P is interpreted
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as a ‘power’. This interpretation is also justified from the following consideration:

0 =
d

dτ
g(C ′, C ′) = 2g(C ′, C ′′)

⇒ 0 = g(F , C ′) = cosh2 θg(PX0 + ~f,X0 + ~v)

⇒ P = ~v · ~f ,

which is another pre-relativity expression for the power. Note, however, the overall cosh θ
factors.

5. Electromagnetism

Define a charged particle to be a triple (C,m, q), where C is an observer, m > 0 and
q ∈ R.

5.1. The Lorentz Force Law.

We make the following assumptions about the electromagnetic force:

(1) The force experienced by a charged particle in an electromagnetic field is propor-
tional to its charge, and

(2) depends linearly on its tangent vector.

That is5,

F(τ) = qF (C ′(τ)) ,

where F : R3,1 → R3,1 is a linear map. We can identify any endomorphism (such as F )
with a bilinear form F : R3,1 × R3,1 → R via the metric:

F (X, Y ) := g(F (X), Y ) .

Exercise. The linear space of endomorphisms (linear maps from a space to itself) is iso-
morphic to the space of bilinear forms, via the above identification.

Since C ′′ ⊥ C ′, we have, by Newton’s law,

qF (C ′, C ′) = g(qF (C ′), C ′) = g(F(C), C ′) = g(mC ′′, C ′) = 0 .

Therefore, if q 6= 0, we must have F (C ′, C ′) = 0. Since this must hold for all unit, forward-
pointing timelike vectors, we can actually conclude the following, apparently stronger,
statements:

Exercise.

(1) If F is a bilinear form on R3,1, and F (X,X) = 0 for all X ∈ SJ+, then F (Z,Z) = 0
for all Z ∈ R3,1.

(2) Hence F is antisymmetric: F (X, Y ) = −F (Y,X) for all X, Y ∈ R3,1.

5F is for Michael Faraday (1791-1867).
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Let U ∈ SJ+ be an instantaneous observer. Then U interprets the field F by decompos-
ing it into components parallel and perpendicular to his worldline. So define

E := F (U) .

Then, since F (U,U) = 0, E ∈ span{U}⊥, so that, for any v ∈ span{U}⊥, g(F (v), U) =
−g(F (U), v) = −E · v. Thus,

F (v) = (E · v)U + B(v) ,

where B is some endomorphism of span{U}⊥, whose associated bilinear form is antisymet-
ric.

Exercise. For each vector B ∈ R3, we may define a bilinear form B on R3 by taking the
scalar triple product of two vectors with B. That is,

B(v, w) = (B × v) · w .
Show that

(1) B is antisymmetric: B(v, w) = −B(w, v) for all v, w ∈ R3;
(2) The linear space of antisymmetric bilinear forms on R3 is isomorphic to R3 via this

identification. In particular, for each antisymmetric bilinear form B on R3, there
is a unique vector B ∈ R3 such that B(v, w) = (B × v) · w for all v, w ∈ R3;

(3) This is a fluke of 3-dimensions.

Therefore,

F (v) = (E · v)U + v ×B ,

for some B ∈ span{U}⊥. So, decomposing C ′ = cosh θ(U + v),

F (C ′) = cosh θF (U + v) = cosh θ
(
(E · v)U + (E + v ×B)

)
.

Thus, comparing with the expression for the force derived above,

P = qE · v
~f = q(E + v ×B) .

Since the second equation is formally the Lorentz force law, we interpret E and B as the
electric and magnetic field observed by U .

5.2. Maxwell’s Equations.

If you don’t know much about exterior calculus, try reading through chapters 11-14 of
Ian Benn’s lecture notes and doing the exterior calculus exercises6.

If you do know a bit about exterior calculus, you might like to check that the following
two exterior equations

dF = 0

d ∗ F = J
(5.1)

6If you’re not too sure about tensors, I recommend reference (6).
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are equivalent to Maxwell’s equations for E and B, with charge density ρ and current
density j, such that ∗J = ρU + j (at least in Feynman units: G = c = ~ = ±1).

We remark that, in the form (5.1), Maxwell’s equations are clearly invariant under the
allowable transformations of special relativity–the Lorentz transformations–since they are
inherently invariant under the full diffeomorphism group of R3,1! As we shall hopefully see,
not only are Maxwell’s equations ‘relativity ready’, they are ‘general relativity ready’.
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